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Abstract—This paper treats the problem of establishing bounds for the morphological niter by reconstruc
tion class. Morphological niters by reconstruction, which are composed of openings and closings by 
reconstruction, are useful niters for image processing because they do not introduce discontinuities. The 
main contributions of this paper are: (a) T o establish when the combination of openings by reconstruction 
(or, respectively, of closings by reconstruction) is an opening by reconstruction (respectively a closing by 
reconstruction), (b) T o establish, for any niter by reconstruction, upper and lower bounds that are, 
respectively, a closing by reconstruction and an opening by reconstruction. In addition, the paper 
investigates certain aspects of niters by reconstruction that possess a robustness property called strong 
property. Some dual and equivalent forms are introduced for a family of multi-level niters recently 
introduced. A significant side-result is to determine some instances of connected openings composed by 
openings and closings by reconstruction that are not openings by reconstruction (similarly for closings). 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Mathematical morphology"*^ concerns the applica
tion of set theory concepts to image analysis. Filters 
by reconstruction form an important class of mor
phological connected niters^ ̂  that have proven to be 
very useful for image processing.^' "" The reason is 
that they cannot introduce discontinuities and, there
fore, they preserve the shapes observed in an input 
image. In addition, we can mention that there exist 
very efficient algorithms based on waiting queues for 
the computation of filters by reconstruction/""^ 

The problems of establishing the conditions of 
bound existence and of determining the expressions 
for their computation are major topics of the mor
phological filtering theory. In the literature, bounds 
on morphological filters have been studied and pro
posed.""' "' In Reference (16), a general theory on 
morphological bounds was proposed. 

The problem addressed by our paper is different 
from that treated in the above-mentioned works. W e 
will investigate the bound computation problem with
in the niter by reconstruction class. Thus, the bounds 
in which we are interested are niters by reconstruction 
and, in particular, openings and closings by recon
struction (which are the elementary pieces of the niter 
by reconstruction class). The two important contribu
tions of our paper are the following: 

« To establish when the combination of openings by 
reconstruction (or, respectively, of closings by re

construction) is an opening by reconstruction (re
spectively a closing by reconstruction). 

* To establish, for any filter by reconstruction, upper 
and lower bounds that are, respectively, a closing 
by reconstruction and an opening by reconstruc
tion. 

Regarding the first item, this problem was ad
dressed in Reference (6), where some cases were 
studied. This paper completes those results and estab
lishes all cases. 

The second item has not previously been treated in 
the literature to our knowledge. Our work will show 
that there always exist such bounds for any filter by 
reconstruction (besides of course trivial cases). The 
computation of these bounds by some simple rules 
will also be described. Besides presenting the expres
sions corresponding to fine bounds, this work will 
present some coarser bounds that can be useful since 
they are extremely easy to compute. Some preliminary 
results of this work were presented in Reference (17). 

In addition, this paper investigates the strong prop
erty (14) possessed by some morphological niters, in 
particular, by some morphological filters by recon
struction. The motivation of this study is the "classi
cal" result that establishes that a strong niter can be 
expressed as the sequential composition of an opening 
y followed by a closing y, or wee «ersa. Certain dual 
forms for a family of multi-level filters are introduced, 
which complete some previous results of Reference (8). 
A n important We-rgWf is to determine that openings 



(or, respectively, closings) composed by openings and 
closings by reconstruction are not necessarily an 
opening (respectively a closing) by reconstruction. 
This can be deduced after studying the niter behavior 
on connected components/^ 

Section 2 provides some background on mathemat
ical morphology. Composition laws for openings and 
closings by reconstruction are treated in Section 3. 
The niter by reconstruction bounds are presented in 
Section 4. The strong property is discussed in Section 
5, where some dual and equivalent forms of strong 
niters are introduced. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Z.Z. jBaH'c ¿e/WfioTzj 

A miwimaf set of basic notions on mathematical 
morphology can be the following. General references 
are References (1-5, 15, 19-21). 

* Mathematical morphology deals with increasing 
mappings defined on a complete latice.̂ - ̂  In 
a complete lattice there exists an ordering relation, 
and two basic operations called inñmum and su-
premum (denoted by /\ and \/, respectively).'̂ '"' 

* A transformation i/f is increasing if and only if it 
preserves ordering. 

* A transformation ^ is increasing if and only if it 
preserves ordering. 

* A transformation î  is idempotent if and only if 
^ = t ^ . 

* A transformation ̂  is a morphological niter if and 
only if it is increasing and idempotent. 

* A n opening (often denoted by y) is an antiextensive 
morphological niter. 

* A closing (often denoted by <p) is an extensive mor
phological niter. 

In all theoretical expressions in this paper, we will be 
working on the lattice 0"(E), where E is a given set of 

(a) Input set A (in black) 

points called space and ^(E) denotes the set of all 
subsets of E (i.e. ̂ (E) = {/I: /I s E}). In other words, 
inputs and outputs will be supposed to be sets or, 
equivalently, binary functions. In this lattice, the sup 
\/ and the inf /\ operations are the set union |J and 
the set intersection Q operations, while the order 
relation is the set inclusion relation S . Even though 
we will work on the lattice ̂ (E), results are extend
able for gray-level functions by means of the so-called 
ñat operators.^ w ^ - ^ 

2.2. CoMMgcteJ^kers 

Connected operators ensure that if two points %, y 
in E are connected in 4̂ or in A' (foreground and 
background are regarded symmetrically), then the 
pair x, y will be connected either in the output set or 
in the complement of the output set. This forces con
nected operators to process grains (connected compo
nents of the foreground) and pores (connected compo
nents of the background) in an all-or-nothing way. If 
a grain is to be removed (i.e. the grain is modified) 
then all its component points will be removed. Sim
ilarly for pores: either they are filled or they are left 
unchanged. 

Connectivity is normally introduced in mathemat
ical morphology by means of the point opening "/%. 
The opening y* is the operation that extracts the 
connected component which a point % belongs to 
References (26, 6). A n example is shown in Fig. 1. 

Definition 1. Let E be a space equipped with y% and 
7 a complete lattice. The ñat zones of a function 
/: E-» T are deñned as the (largest) connected compo
nents of points x e E with the same function value. 

Definition 2. A n operator i/f is cornac W if and only if 
it extends the ñat zones of the input function. 

Definition 2 implies that each ñat zone of the input 
function (image) is contained in a ñat zone of the 

(b) 7= M ) 

Fig. 1. Connected component extraction. The opening )\W extracts the connected component of X to 
which % belongs. 



output function. Therefore, discontinuities cannot be 
introduced by ñat operators, and shapes are well 
preserved. For the binary case, an equivalent defini
tion of connected operator is that in Reference (6), 
which applies only to binary morphology: an oper
ator i/f: 0"(E)-»^(.E) is said to be connected if and only 
if, for any set X, both set subtractions /4\^(A) and 
i¿f(/4)\.4 are formed exclusively by connected compo
nents of /! or of its complement X". 

Clearly, the class of connected operators is closed 
under the operations sup, inf and the sequential com
position of connected operators.^ 

Z j . E/emenfary comneciafyi&er,;; evening? and 
c/oaings 6y recow&T/cfzo% 

This section defines an important group of connec
ted niters, the so-called openings and closings by 
reconstruction, which are the elementary pieces of the 
filter by reconstruction class/*' ̂  % Openings and clos
ings by reconstruction are defined by means of the 
concepts of friuW opening y„ and triuiaf cfosing (p».^ 

De/mítio» 3. Let E be any space. A n opening 
?o: ̂ (.E) -̂  ̂ (E) is a friwW opening if for all input sets 

Í/4, if A satisfies an increasing criterion, 

y.(^) = { 0 , if /4 does not satisfy the increasing 
I criterion. 

De^nition 4. Let E be any space. A closing 
Po: 3»(E) -̂  á»(E) is a triüiaf cfosing if for all v4 6 3»(E) 

(E if A satisñes an increasing criterion, 
<p„(/4) = W if /f does not satisfy the increasing 

I criterion. 

De^wao» 5. Let E be a space equipped with y%. A n 
opening y:á*(E)^-^(E) (or respectively a closing 
^:^"(E)-*-^(E)) is an opening 6y reconstrwction 
(respectively cksmg 6_y rgcoM&CrwcrioM) if and only if 

f = V y ° ^ ( respectively # = ̂  <p„ (p=c I, 

where y» is a trivial opening (respectively cp. is a trivial 
closing). 

Thus, the output of an opening by reconstruction 
y performed on an input set /É is the set formed by all 
connected components of A that satisfy the increasing 
criterion of the trivial opening y„ that is associated 
withy. 

From the definitions of y and ip, it is clear that (1) 
the fact that y and ^ are connected implies that y, 
which is anti-extensive, exclusively removes grains 
and that <p, which is extensive, exclusively nils pores; 
and (2) y treats each grain and y treats each pore 
WepeWeMt(y from the rest of grains and pores, re
spectively, of the input set.'^ 

In this paper we will not discuss implementation 
issues. Let us mention that connected operators are 
normally implemented by means of the so-called 
geo^g^ic operators, which are described in References 
(27, 13, 21). 

24. FiZfer 6v reconstruction definition 

In our work the niter by reconstruction class has 
openings y and closings 0 by reconstruction as its 
only building pieces. 

De/mzh'oM 6. Any composition of openings y and clos
ings 0 by reconstruction under the inf, the sup or the 
sequential composition operators that is idempotent 
is called a y¡kgr by reconstruction. 

Notice that not all compositions of y and <p are 
filters. (Some examples are given in Reference 8.) 

3. COMPOSITION LAWS OF OPENINGS AND CLOSINGS 
BY RECONSTRUCTION 

It is well known that in general the compositions of 
openings (or respectively closings) is not an opening 
(respectively a closing). Only the sup of openings is 
again an opening, and the inf of closings is a closing.^ 

The following new theorem completes the previous 
results and determines the trivial opening or trivial 
closing associated with the resulting operation. 

T&gorgM 1. Let y„ and y& be two members of ̂  whose 
associated trivial openings are yo, and yo,. Then, 

(i) y.fh 

(2) y»y„, 

(3) y^Af* and 

(4) y.Vf* 

are all openings by reconstruction whose associated 
trivial openings are, in cases (l)-(3), equal to y„./\y°w 
and in case (4) equal to yo.X/yo., where y„. and yo, de
note, respectively, the trivial openings associated with 
y, and y&. 

f roo/ Let v4 e ̂ (E). Let us consider the case y.y¡, (the 
other cases are similar). In y&(,4) , the opening % has 
removed the grains of v4 that do not satisfy the in
creasing criterion of the trivial opening y„, associated 
with y&. And in y„y¡,(/4), the opening y* removes the 
grains of y&(j4) (which are grains of X^') that do not 
satisfy the increasing criterion of the trivial opening 
y». associated with y„. Therefore, y,y"i,(/4) contains only 
all grains of v4 that satisfy both increasing criterion 
associated =>y„yb is an opening by reconstruction 
whose associated trivial opening is yo.A7°,- O 

Cases (a) and (b) (sequential composition) were 
studied in Reference (6), where it was established that 



%y& and y&y. are openings by reconstruction (in fact, 
identical). Theorem 1 completes those results and 
establishes the trivial opening or trivial closing asso
ciated with the resulting operation. 

Obviously, Theorem 1 applies dually to closings by 
reconstruction. If <p„ and <p» be two members of 
#f whose associated trivial closings are (¡Po. and ipo„ 
then (1) (p,(pi,, (2) <p„(pb, (3) <p„\/(p;„ and (4) ip./\(pi, are 
all closings by reconstruction whose associated trivial 
closings are, in cases (l)-(3), equal to (¡0o.\/(po, and, in 
case (4), equal to <Po./\(jPo,. 

E x o m ^ k 1. Assume w e operate on the 0"(E) lattice, 
where E is a subset of Z^. Let ̂  be an opening by 
reconstruction that removes those grains whose area 
is less than 10 pixels and whose x-direction projection 
length is less than 5 pixels. Let y» be an opening by 
reconstruction that removes those grains whose area 
is less than 10 pixels and whose ̂ -direction projection 
length is less than 5 pixels. 

* W e have that (1) y.y&, (2) y.y,,, (3) y./\y,, are all the 
opening by reconstruction that removes those 
grains whose area is less than 10 pixels and that 
either (a) its x-direction projection length or (b) its 
v-direction projection length is less than 5 pixels. 

That is, the trivial opening associated with the 
resulting opening is the inf of the trivial openings 
associated with y. and y&. 

* O n the other hand, y„\/y¡, is the opening by recon
struction that removes those grains whose area is 
less than 10 pixels and that both its x-direction 
projection length and its ^-direction projection 
length are less than 5 pixels. Therefore the trivial 
opening associated with the resulting opening is the 
sup of the trivial openings associated with y„ and y&. 

For openings and closings that are not by recon
struction, the results of Theorem 1 are true only in the 
restricted case when there exists an ordering among 
the openings (or respectively closings). (That is, when 
the openings and closings constitute respectively a 
granulometry and an antigranulometry.^ As The
orem 1 states, for openings and closings by recon
struction such a requirement is not necessary. 
Figure 2 gives an example of an opening by recon
struction that is the inñmum of two openings by 
reconstruction y„ and y& between which there exists no 
ordering (i.e."y. ̂  y» ^ y„). In this example y„ uses as 
increasing criterion a 1-D horizontal erosion of size 
17x1, and y¡, uses as increasing criterion a 1-D verti
cal erosion of size 1 x 17. 

// H* 

(a) Input image / (b) Row of / 

^jv4i 

*"yv̂  //I 

_i 

*-̂ |Vr_ 

__JIM 

r f ^ 

(c)Rowof%(/) (d)Rowof7b(/) (e)Rowof(%/\7&)(/) 

Fig. 2. Inñmum of openings by reconstruction. Note: y. uses as increasing criterion a 1-D horizontal 
erosion of size 17 x 1; % uses as increasing criterion a 1-D vertical erosion of size 1 x 17. The space is 

equipped with eight connectivity. 



It follows from Theorem 1 that y„y¿, = %y» (as pre
sented in Reference (6)), i.e. the self-composition of 
elements of ̂  is commutative. W e can state that each 
of the classes if) and #¿ forms a semi-group for the 
sup, the inf, and the sequential composition opera
tions. 

Coronar}' 1. Both the class of openings by reconstruc
tion #; and the class of closings by reconstruction 
#,, are closed under the sup the inf and the self-
composition operations. 

Notice that a composition of members of both 
families ̂  and #¿ is not, in general, a member of 
#f or #¿. For example, the sequential composition of 
an opening and a closing by reconstruction (ip y and 
y (p) are neither an opening nor a closing (except trivial 
cases when <p or y is the identity operator 7). W e have, 
however, the following theorem. 

Theorem 2. Any sequential composition of elements 
of #f and if^ is an idempotent operator. 

Proof From Theorem 1, any sequential composition 
i/f of %f and #¿ can be written as an alternated sequen
tial composition of openings and closings by recon
struction, i.e. i¿f = 9„ y„ ... (p%y"r Let X E ̂ ( E ) , and let 
us consider the set % f „ ... 9z7zM). Because (a) the 
openings y„ ... ,ŷ  have removed all grains of ̂4 that 
do not satisfy the increasing criteria of the trivial 
openings associated with, and (b) the closings 
(p„, ... ,% cannot but extend grains, there are no 
grains in <p,y„ ... (p^y^M) that can be removed by 
y„, ... ,fz. Reasoning in a similar way for pores, we 
deduce that there are no pores in ipoy, ... ip,y*(A) 
that can be filled by %, ... ,<p^ Therefore, ̂ ( A ) = 

9.7» -- 9z7z(9.7. .- 9z7z(^)) = 9 . 7 . -. 9^7z 

Theorem 2 completes a previous result in Reference 
(6) that studied alternating compositions of members 
of granulometries and antigranulometries. 

It can be observed that Theorem 1 can have signifi
cant implications concerning implementation issues 
because equivalences between fundamentally different 
ways to implement the same operator are established. 
For example, from Theorem 1 we have that 

7. % 7c 7„ = 7. A7V\7c Afd - (1) 

Whereas the computation of the left-hand side of 
expression (l)is sequential (for example it is necessary 
to wait for the result of y¿ before applying yj, 
the computation nature of the right-hand side is 
clearly parallel. This could be an important issue 
in the case that the opening by reconstruction of 
expression (1) is intended to be implemented in a par
allel computer: the computation of the four compon
ent openings y„, %, %, and %, could be performed 
simultaneously. 

4. NEW BOUNDS ON FILTERS BY RECONSTRUCTION 

Given a filter by reconstruction, it is important to 
know whether it can be bounded by an opening and 
a closing by reconstruction. The following theorem 
answers this question. 

T/zeorgm 3. Let ip be a filter by reconstruction. W e 
have that: 

(a) The operator obtained substituting all closings by 
reconstruction (or respectively all openings by re
construction) in i/f by the identity operator 7 is an 
opening by reconstruction y^ (respectively a clos
ing by reconstruction <p̂ ). 

(b) The niter by reconstruction ^ is bounded by 
y* and 9*: 

7* ̂  ̂  :& 9*-

Proof Let i/ be the operator obtained by substituting 
any closing by reconstruction in t̂  by the identity 
operator i. Clearly, i/ < 1̂  and 1// is an opening by 
reconstruction because it is a composition of openings 
by reconstruction (from Theorem 1). Similarly, if 1̂ " is 
the operator obtained by substituting any opening by 
reconstruction in ̂  by the identity operator /, then 
1//' > i// and 1//' is a closing by reconstruction. There
fore, i/ = y* :g ̂  < 9* = 1/'. O 

Mote: Theorem 3 also applies when ^ is not idem-
potent. 

The following example illustrates the application of 
Theorem 3 for computing the bounds of a (quite 
complex) niter by reconstruction. 

Exompfe 2. Let ̂  be equal to ((9.7&9c\/7¿)A9«7/) 
9,7*9*. The operator i/ is bounded by the following 
opening y^ and closing ̂  by reconstruction. 

. y, = ((7y.fVfj)/\7y/)7yV - ((y»V7„)A7,)7*, 

* 9* = ((9./9cV-0A9V)9/9* = ((9,9c)A9.)9,r9i-

That is, y, = ((%V7„)A7/)7. ̂  ̂  ̂  «9. 9%) A<P«) 
9*9i = 9*-

In Example 2, y* = ((y»Vy,,)A7/)7\ and ((9.9JA9.) 
<p,9* = (p* are, respectively, an opening and a closing 
by reconstruction (Theorem 1). 

Figure 3 shows the bounds computed as indicated 
by Theorem 3 corresponding to the niter by recon
struction y*<py., where y„ and % are openings by 
reconstruction and <p is a closing by reconstruction. 
Note: y„ uses as increasing criterion a 1-D horizontal 
erosion of size 33 x 1; % uses as increasing criterion 
a 1-D vertical erosion of size 1 x 33; and ip uses as 
increasing criterion a square dilation of size 33 x 33. 

There are possibly other morphological filters (i.e. 
increasing and idempotent operators) that are finest 
bounds than those given in Theorem 3 (see Reference 
(14) for a study of the morphological filter lattice). 
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(a) Plot of row of # / ) , W W / ) and Wf.(f) (b) Detail of (a) 

Fig. 3. Bounds. For the input image shown in Fig. 2(a), part (a) displays %ip%,(/) (little circles) and its 
two corresponding upper and lower bounds: <p(/) and %f«(/) . Part (b) shows a detail of (a). Nok: 
fa uses as increasing criterion a 1-D horizontal erosion of size 33 x 1; % uses as increasing criterion a 1-D 
vertical erosion of size 1 x 33; y uses as increasing criterion a square dilation of size 33x33. The space is 

equipped with eight connectivity. 

However, notice that the bounds given by Theorem 3 

ore, respectively, an opening and a closing by recon

struction. 

T w o coarser, but extremely easy to compute, 

bounds that are, respectively, an opening and a clos

ing by reconstruction are the following. For a niter by 

reconstruction i/r, let us call {y„ %, ... } and 

{%, 0b,...} be, respectively, the set of openings and 

closings by reconstruction that compose î . Then, 

A{%» fh - - } and V{<p., %,...} are, respectively, an 

opening and a closing by reconstruction that bound 

^: 

A{%"%" --} ̂ lA^V{9»%, -- }, 

where A{%»fi,, --- } (°r respectively \ / { ^ % , — }) 
are^/\%/\ ... (respectively y.\/(pi,\/ ...). 

ExompZe 3. Let ̂  be equal to ( ( ^ f & y c V ^ A W / ) 

<P,%, Vf (as in Example 2). 

Two "coarse" openings and closings that bound i/r are: 

* f = %Aü,Af,A%, 

Clearly, those bounds are less fine than those com

puted in Example 2, i.e. 

7 = f.AfiAf/Af* ̂  f* = (%V%)Af,)% ̂  ̂  

^((%%)A?«)%y< 

^ <p' = %V%V^A/%V9i-

Notice that, in Example 3 we have that % A f d A 

5. STRONG FILTERS BY RECONSTRUCTION 

Matheron^ ̂  '̂  has investigated the following ex

pressions for increasing mappings i//: ̂ ( / A ^ ) and 

i^(f\/# (Note: all concepts presented in this section 

have been established by Matheron.) Using the fact 

that for increasing operators ^ and î ¡, ̂ (A'"A<) ̂  

A¡(iAW and i/f(\/,iM^: V'(^<A<) , it can be shown 

that 

« M f A ^ W ' M V ' , (2) 

^(fV^^W'A'A^'A- (3) 

However, there exist some mappings for which the 

first or the second (or both) of the previous sets of 

inequalities (2) and (3) is an equality. 

Dg/WdoM 7. Let E be any space, and let i/c 0"(E) -> 

0"(E) be an increasing mapping. 

* î  is an orer/iker (or respectively an iWer/iker) if 

and only if i/'i/' > ^ (respectively î î  < î ). 

* ^ is an /\-o&'er/zker (or respectively a \/-wwkrfU-

ter) if and only if ^ = î (//\i//) (respectively 

^ = ̂ (ZV#. 
* ^ is an /\^;kgr (or respectively a \/^Hrer) if and 

only if i/f is an /\-overñlter and an underñlter 

(respectively a \/-underñlter and an overfUter). 

Next, the important concept of strong _/Hfer is de

fined. As stated in Corollary 2 below, strong filters are 

robust in the sense that input variations (such as, for 

example, noise) within certain boundaries cause no 

variation in the output. 



Therefore, if the alternating filter ipy is strong, then we 
know that 

w = (/V#) (;A<P"7) = (f A<pf) (̂ V̂ f (5) 

Fig. 4. Strong niter example. If/is an input function and 
g = iA(/), where î  is a strong niter, for any function fi be

tween/and 9 it is true that ̂ (A) = î (/) = g. 

Dg/¡M¿t:oM 8. A niter i/f is stromg if and only if ̂  is both 
an /\-ñlter and a \/-ñlter, Le., ̂  = ^ ( / A ^ ) = ^ ( / V # 

Comffo?-}' 2. Let ̂  be a niter from 3»(E) to g»(E). If 
^ is strong, then for all X,3sá»(E): A/\^(^l) ^ B 
^y4\/^(X)=>^M) = ^(g). 

Corollary 2 can be interpreted as follows: if /I is an 
uncorrupted input signal, then a strong ñlter ̂  com
putes the same output for corrupted signals whose 
values are within the boundaries /4/\i^(X) and 
j4\/^(/4). Figure 4 illustrates this for functions. 

It can be observed that ipy (or respectively yip) is an 
/\-filter (respectively y-filter). In fact the implication 
in the other sense is also true; i.e. all mappings that are 
/\-filters (or respectively y-niters) can be expressed 
in the form of ipy (respectively yip). 

J. 2. DwaZ o W egwz'wa/eMf / b n w ^br strong /i/fers oy 
recowtrwcAoM 

As commented in the previous section, Matheron 
established that an /\-filter (or respectively a y-filter) 
can be expressed in the form of ipy (respectively yip)/"' 

The following "classical" theorem establishes the 
strong property of alternating filters by reconstruction. 

Theorem 4. Let y and ¡p be, respectively, an opening 
and a closing by reconstruction. Then, the niters ipy 
and yip are strong/*- % 

(Note: Theorem 4 is a smaller (and simpler) version 
of that in References (26, 6).) 

Since ipy and yip are strong (i.e. they are both an 
/\-filter and a y-filter), we can expect to find an 
equivalent expression for them in the dual form of, 
respectively, yip and yip. A well-known result is the 
following: ̂  is a strong filter if 

^ = (;\/̂) (//\# = (/A»A) (f W ) - (4) 

where (7\/(py) is a closing, and (7/\ipy) is an opening. 
As expected, we can express ipy as the composition of 
either a closing followed by an opening, or an opening 
followed by a closing. 

In fact, from expression (5) we can get 

ipy = #v<pf) (f A # ) = #A9f)- (6) 

Some questions arise then: 

(a) Expressions (5) and (6) give us a way to decompose 
the strong filter 0y. Can we obtain a similar result 
concerning more complicated families of filters 
composed of alternating filters by reconstruction? 

(b) It is well known that 7/\ipy is an opening. Is in 
fact y equal to (7/\<py)? Furthermore, is the open
ing (7/\ ipy) an opening 6y reco»atrwctioM? 

About question (a), we will answer affirmatively by 
obtaining a similar form concerning a multi-level fam
ily of strong filters recently introduced in References 
(10, 7, 8). First, Theorem 5 presents this family; then, 
the new Theorem 6 establishes the dual and equiva
lent form. 

Theorem 5. Let{y*}and{ip(},where¿E{l, ... ,»},be, 
respectively, a granulometry and an antigranulometry 
by reconstruction. Then /\"=iip*y* &ad \/"=iyi<p, are 
strong filters.̂ '-

Figure 5 shows a simple one-dimensional example 
of this type of niter. A gray-level case is displayed in 
Fig. 6. 

TAeorem 6. Leí {y¡} and {%}, where ¡s{l, ... »}, be, 
respectively, a granulometry and an antigranulometry 
by reconstruction. Then 

A&ü = fJWÁ'P'ü)) Wi 4-

Proof W e have that <MfA(A"=iW')) = «PiA(<k 

(A7=i9w,)) - f J V A ^ ' W J , ) = 'kAíA^i&f,) 
= A"=i<Pfyi, where ¿oefl n}. 

(Note: some commutation properties of closings by 
reconstruction presented in References (7, 8) (and 
summarized in Table 1) have been used.) O 

The corresponding result of Theorem 6 for the dual 
family \Z/Ljr,<P;is: 

yü<P' = yJ-rVÍyyl<p\))" where ¡oEÍT, ... ,n}. 

Theorem 6 permits to express the filter ̂ "^^ip;y¡ as 
a closing followed by an opening. Note: the operator 



(a) Input set A 

(b) <pi7i(4) 

(c) ̂ 272 (A) 

Fig. 5. /\"=i ̂¡7¿: one-dimensional example. 

#k. #. 

Fig. 6. /\;, 19,7¡: gray-level example. 

Table 1. Filters by reconstruction: commutation properties. Expressions in the second half of the table are dual of those in the 
first half (from Reference (8)) 

<kA,(A%i<P'7i) = W A L i M ' ) = A ^ K k W ' = A1=4<P% ioe(l, ... ,n} 

v( V<=i w<) = Vi=i 9̂ <fi = (Vi=i wOV^'Pifi-

% < M V ^ i w < ) = %.(V«=if<^) = Vr=if..y^' = V«=,J'^, ioe{i,...,n} 

(^A(A7-i^'f')) ̂  ^° opening (from the fact that composed o/openings an¿ closings by reconstruction 
A"^i<Piy¡ is a strong filter). is ¡tseZf on opening by reconstruction (respectireZy 

Let us study the questions in item (b) above. W e cksmg by i'gcoM&trwcdo»). W e will arrive to this 
will obtain the important (and possibly surprising) result after some simple manipulation of known 
finding that not any opening (or respecfiWy ckswg) results. 
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(a) Input set A 

(b) ?M) 

(c) ̂ y(A) 

G 

(d)(f/\f?)(A) 

G 

(e) Input set B 

(0 7(B) 

(g) ^(B) 

(h)(/A^)(^) 

Fig. 7. Effect on grains of Z/\ipy: one-dimensional example. 
Let y remove the central grain G i n X and B (identical grain). 
If <p nils the resulting pore in %4) (see part (b)) but not 
the one in y(B) (see part (f)), we have that G is included in 
(7/\V7) W ) (Part (d)) but is not included in (7/\97) (̂ ) 

(part (h)). 

W e know (from expressions (5) and (6)) that 

# = (/Vpy) (̂ A<py) = <p(;v<p W A f f ) 

= y(7A97). 

The questions in item (b) were whether y is equal to 

7/\^y, and whether (more generally) the opening 

7/\(py is an opening by reconstruction. The answers 

to both questions are "no". W e will study and answer 

the second question using a counterexample. Obvi

ously, if the answer to the second question is "no", this 

implies that the answer to the first one is negative as 

well. 

Let us study the two cases shown in Fig. 7, where 

two different input sets A and B are applied to the 

opening 7/\ycp. Notice that both input sets possess 

the same grain G(G s ^ and G 5 B). In fact, the set 

B is just the grain G. Let us assume that the opening 

by reconstruction f removes the grain G. Then the 

grain G is not either in y(yf) or in y(B) (and in fact 

f(B) = 0 ) . Let us assume that <p nils the pore in y(/4) 

but not the pore in y(B) (which is the whole space and 

of course larger than that in f(/f)). W e have that 

G s <py(/l) but that G ^ <py(B), and G S (7A<P7) M ) 

but G (¡É (7 Afy) (5). 

Therefore, we obtain the result that 7/\<py does not 

process each grain independently of other grains, i.e., 

it is not a connected-component local niter (using the 

terms in Reference 18). This implies 7/\(py is not an 

opening by reconstruction, since openings by recon

struction (by definition) process each grain indepen

dently from other grains. Similarly, we could prove 

that 7\/<py is not a closing by reconstruction. These 

results also apply to the dual niters: 7/\f(p and 7\Zff 

are not, respectively, an opening and a closing by 

reconstruction. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper has investigated the theory of mor

phological niters by reconstruction and has provided 

some new theoretical results. First, the composition 

laws concerning openings and closings by reconstruc

tion have been presented. This result has been used 

for computing new bounds of the morphological 

niter by reconstruction class. Some examples 

have shown that morphological expressions contain

ing openings and closings by reconstruction can be 

manipulated in a relatively easy manner. Neverthe

less, the theoretical nature of those results, it can be 

observed that the niter bound computation can be 

applied to image simplification applications and, in 

particular, to determine the simplification dynamic 

range. 

In addition, this paper has investigated the strong 

property possessed by some morphological niters 

and, in particular, by filters by reconstruction. Strong 

filters can be expressed as the sequential composition 

of an opening -y followed by a closing <p, or w'cg «ersa. 

Starting with a dual form of alternating filters by 

reconstruction, its extension to a multi-level family of 

strong filters recently introduced has been obtained. 

A n important side result has been to establish a dis

tinction between openings composed by openings and 

closings by reconstruction and the opening by recon

struction concept. Obviously, it is not true that any 



connected opening is necessarily an opening by recon

struction. However, as this paper has shown, neither is 

true that any opening composed of openings and 

closings by reconstruction is an opening by recon

struction (similarly for closings). A n example of a con

nected opening composed exclusively of openings and 

closings by reconstruction that does not process 

grains and pores independently from the rest of grains 

and pore has been given. 
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